
XI./3. chapter: Thyroid gland
The thyroid gland stuck on the cricoid cartilage lies in a horse shoe
shape in front of the trachea, and its parenchymal tissue is
characteristically well supplied with blood vessels, it bleeds easily. Its
blood supply is ensured by the superior and inferior thyroid arteries.

Examination

Diseases and inflammations of the thyroid gland can cause swelling
on the middle line of the neck, but the enlargement of the thyroid
gland is not necessarily observable by physical tests. Generally it
follows the swallowing movement and if there is malignity then it
becomes hard on palpation and even extreme enlargement can occur
and it becomes fixated. Among other complaints pain (in case of
inflammation), or pressure sensation in the neck, breathing difficulty,
for example when a growing goiter compresses the trachea and may
even extend into the mediastinum. Paresis also may occur due to the
compression of the n. recurrens, which by preventing vocal fold
movement may cause stridor and suffocation, the grade of which is
decided by whether the paresis is uni- or bilateral.

In the differential diagnosis of thyroid gland diseases examination of
the thyroid gland hormones (T3,T4,TSH), neck ultrasound
examination, thyroid gland scintigraphy, needle aspiration biopsy and
imaging examinations are used.

Thyroid gland scintigraphy (measuring per technetium introduced
radioactive iodine or technetium isotope activity) is also suitable for
detecting ectopic working thyroid gland tissue (e.g. in the tongue root
or in the trachea area) or register functioning metastasis, for example a
malignant struma.

In healthy cases the activity is distributed uniformly, in unhealthy
cases:

Cold nodule: reduced or defective activity – tumour, cyst,
inflammation, bleeding.

Warm nodule: increased activity – multinodular toxic struma.

Hot nodule: greatly increased activity – toxic adenoma

The diagnosis of thyroid nodules and cysts is important towards
malignant processes.

There are a great number and kind of therapeutic procedures,
depending on the diagnosis.

Goiter

Goiter is the general term for diseases that involve enlargement of the
thyroid gland. According to its function it can be euthyreoidal,
hyperthyreoidal and hypothyreoidal type goiter. Therapy is according
to function, morphology, and enlargement.

Classification of goiters according to size



I. Grade one: Palpable goiter

Ia : In a neck bent backwards the goiter cannot yet be
seen, or only a small nodule can be palpated in the
otherwise normal gland.

Ib : Palpable goiter, but visible only in a completely
backward bending neck

II. Grade two: The goiter is visible in normal neck position.

III. Grade three: The gland is clearly visible at a considerable
distance

Thyroid gland inflammation

The acute inflammation can be purulent or non-purulent type, the
chronic form is the Hashimoto thyreoiditis. The symptoms of acute
inflammation are the same as those of general inflammation, even
swallowing is painful. Therapy: antibiotic and antiflogistic treatment.

The Hashimoto (lymphocytic) thyreoiditis belongs to autoimmune
diseases. Diagnosis is based on serum thyreoglobuline, microsomal
antibody detection and fine –needle biopsy. Therapy: corticosteroid
administration and thyroid gland hormone replacement may be
necessary.

Thyroid malignancy

This is the general name of malignant tumours of the thyroid gland.
Thyroid malignancies are categorized into the following types:

Papillary thyroid carcioma

This has the best prognosis especially in patients under 40.
Multicentric occurrence is frequent and already at an early stage they
metastase into the regional neck lymph nodes, regional metastasis is
often the first sign. Distant metastasis appears mainly in lungs or
sometimes in bones. 5 year survival rate in the case of papillary
thyroid carcinoma is 90%, 10 year survival rate is 80%.

Follicular carcinoma

It mainly occurs in people over age 50. Follicular carcinoma can
develop in a capsule or may invasively grow, 20% are oxyphil
(Hürthle)-cell tumours. Malignant character depends on
microscopically how large the vein and case rupture are. Its lymph
node metastasis is rare, mostly haematogenic metastasis into the bones
occurs. The survival rate for follicular cancers is: 5 years 80%, 10
years 50%.

Medullar carcinoma

They arise from parafollicular, or C-cells, which belong to the
APUD-system and produce the calcitonin. If the tumour is solitary, it
means sporadic occurrence (80-90 %), while its multiplex form
probably means familiar occurrence (10-20 %). Calcitonin, as tumour
marker helps both in the diagnosis and in the follow up. Medullar
carcinoma is also likely to produce neck lymph node metastases (60 %
of cases), 5 year survival rate is 60%, the 10 year survival rate is 40%.



Anaplastic carcinoma

This is the most aggressive tumour of the human organism; it grows
expansively, infiltrates the neck organs, and gives both local and
distant metastases at the same time. The majority of the patients rarely
survive one year.

Malignant lymphoma

Rare and also quickly growing tumour, mostly affects older women.
Histologically very often it can only be differentiated from anaplastic
(small cell) carcinoma with immune histochemical methods.

The therapy of malignant goiter is total thyreoidectomy, while saving
the n. laryngeus recurrens.

According to histological results postoperative radio-iodine-isotope
treatment can also be necessary and thyroid gland hormone
substitution or if needed parathyroidal hormone substitution too.

T stages of thyroid gland tumours

TX The expansion of the primary tumour cannot be assessed

T0 The presence of the primary tumour cannot be proven

T1 The longest diameter of the tumour is <2cms, and it is
localised in the thyroid gland

T2 The longest diameter of the tumour is 2-4cms, and it is
localised in the thyroid gland

T3 The longest diameter of the tumour localised in the thyroid
gland is >4cm, or irrespective of expansion it shows
extrathyroideal spreading

T4a Any size of tumour spreading beyond the capsule of the
thyroid gland will infiltrate the subcutaneous soft tissue, the
larynx, the trachea, the oesophagus or the n. recurrens.

T4b The tumour infiltrates the praevertebral fascia or
encircles the a. carotis or the mediastinal veins. Anaplastic
carcinoma (every one can be categorised as T4.)

T4a Intrathyroidal tumour, it can be surgically removed

T4b Extrathyroidal tumour, it cannot be removed.


